Abstracf -In this paper, wepresenf Forge, an optimal algorithm for gate sizing using fhe Elmore delay model. The algorithm utilizes Lagrangian relaration wifh a fast gradient-baredpre-processing step thaf provides an effective set of initial Lagrange multipliers. Compared to the previous Lagrangian-based approach, Forge is considerably faster and does nor have the inefficiencies due to di@cult-todefermine initial conditions and constant factors. We compared the two algorithms on 30 benchmark designs, on a Sun UIfraSparc-60 worktation. On average Forge is 200 times faster than the previously published algorithm. We then improvedForge by incorporaling a slew-rate-bared conva delay model, which handles disfinct rise and fall gale delays. We show that Forge is I5 times fasfer, on average, than the A M S transistor-sizing tool from $mopsys, while achieving the same delay targets and using similar rota1 transistor area.
Introduction
The increasing use of fluid standard cell libraries demands efficient algorithms for gate sizing. [4], which models transistors as RC equivalent circuits and uses the Elmore model for gate delays. TILOS makes incremental changes to the transistors using a delay sensitivity criterion.
Sapatnekar, et ai., presented the first exact solution to the transistor-sizing problem, m i n d i n g a convex function over a convex set of constraints [3]. The formulation of the problem m i n i i e d circuit area subject to the constraint that the maximum delay for all paths meets a delay target. An interior point method was used to find the global minimum area. The algorithm proceeds by binding the optimal solution in a multidimensional volume. The size of this volume is progressively halved (approximately) while ascertaining that the half that is retained binds the optimal solution. This is accomplished by finding a point near the center of the current volume. This is an iterative process with time complexity per iteration of
O ( n Z S ) ,
where n is the number of transistors in the design. Once a point close to the center is found, a hyper-plane is generated to halve the volume. When the volume is sufficiently small the a l g o r i h . terminates. This method may not be suitable for large problems, as the cost per iteration is high.
In 1999, Chen, et ui. [5] , presented an elegant solution by defining constraints on the circuit components rather than on the signal paths. Instead of an exponential number of signal paths, now only a linear number of timing constraints over all circuit components needs to be considered. Thus, a single iteration of this algorithm has a time complexity ofo(n), where n is the number of components. This approach was also used in [6] . Lagrangian relaxation then solves the problem of minimizing total area subject to a delay requirement [7] . This work was the first to prove convergence of the algorithm and to guarantee optimality. However, certain practical implementation details expose the weaknesses of this approach and these will be discussed in the subsequent sections. In Lagrangian relaxation, constraints are "relaxed" by incorporating them into the objective function. In OUT case the objective function is the total area of the circuit, or a weighted sum of the component sizes. Multiplying each constraint by a constant called the Lagrunge multiplier, and adding it to the objective function facilitates this inclusion. Thus, for a fixed vector e of Lagrange multipliers, we have a new optimization problem that is free of,constraints. Of coiuse, the challenge now is to find suitable values for e. In [5] , the approach is to start from an arbitrary point in the solution space. Then the Lagrange multipliers are iteratively adjusted based on the difference between the timing of the current solution and the desired timing. We propose an approach that estimates the optimal vector e using fast gradient-based minimization. Then the relaxation process is invoked with this vector e, guaranteeing m i n i u m area. We call OUT implementation Forge, since OUT algorithmic approach "forges" fast delay minimization through a gradientbased search and optimal area minimization through the relaxation method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section Z will briefly go over the Elmore delliy model. Section 3 will give details of Lagrangian relaxation applied to minimizing area given a maximum delay bound We are using the Elmore model, as it is simple enough for compact equations leading to clearer derivations. Motivation for the Forge algorithm will be given in Section 4. We will consider practical implementation issues of Lagrangian relaxation, as proposed in [5], in this section. Forge is discussed in Section 5. Section 6 will show results comparing Forge with the stand-alone Lagrangian method (e.g. in [SI). Results with Forge using a more complex delay model and comparisons with the A M P S tool kom Synopsys are in Section 7. Conclusions will be given in Section 8.
Elmore Delay Model
The Elmore delay model is applicable to distributed networks of resistors and capacitors [1] [2]. Thus, each component in the design is decomposed into an equivalent output resistance, and each input to a component is represented by a capacitance, Let i, and t i , be the unit size output resistance and input capacitance for component i , respectively. The size of component i is given by x i . Then the output resistance and input capacitance for a component i are: ri =; , / x i and ci = E , ..xi. The delay for the design is then the sum of the resistor delays. The delay for a resistor is its resistance multiplied by the downstream capacitance.
Lagrangian relaxation has been successllly applied to simultaneous optimization of interconnect.and gate sizes considering cross-talk [8] with the Elmore delay model. Next we look at area minimization given a maximum delay constraint with Lagrangian relaxation based on the Elmore model.
Lagrangian Relaxation
We review the algorithm presented in [5]. For simplicity we will only consider gate sizing using the Elmore delay model. It bas been shown that the algorithm applies to simultaneous gate and wire sizing with a delay model that accounts for input/output slew rates and diffusion capacitances [5]. The main optimization problem, termed the Primal Problem (PP), is first reduced to a simpler form, using characteristics of the optimal solution. Then by considering the Lagrangian Dual Problem (LDP) the optimal solution to PP is obtained. LDP can be seen as an optimization problem having variables corresponding to the constraints of the PP [7] [10]. We begin by looking at the Primal Problem.
The Primal Problem (PP)
Consider a design with s input drivers, I output loads and n resizable components. An output resistance RD represents each primary inputi, 1 5 i 5 s , and a load capacitance C; is at each primary output j, 1 5 j 5 t . Input drivers and gates are termed components. A node is the output of a component that connects components together or connects primary output drivers to an output load. Thus, there are n + s components and nodes. Two additional artificial components are added, an output and input component. The output component connects all the t output loads, and the input component is connected to all thesinputs. A circuit with the artificial components included is shown in Figure 1 . There are now n + s + 2 compo-'nents and nodes. Let m = n + s + 1. The components and nodes are labeled in reverse topological order.
Topological sorting is achieved in linear run-time via PERT [9] . Thus, we have the output loads in the r a n g e l s i s t , the resizable components are in the range f + l 5 i L n , and the input drivers are in Ihe range j=l,..,t:outputs That is, for all resizable components and primary input drivers, the sum of the Lagrange multipliers at the outputs must equal the sum of the Lagrange multipliers at the inputs.
Let QL= {e ?. 0 e satisfies optimality conditions). Using the above, and ignoring any constants, the problem is further reduced to Next we will see how the above is solved.
Solving LRSId
For a given vector e 2 0 , the problem is solved optimally by a greedy algorithm. The algorithm performs optimal local resizing until convergence. Local resizing involves solving for the optimal size of a component that minimizes LA@), while keeping the other sizes fixed. Let pi be the sum of Lagrange multipliers assigned to the inputs of component i.
LetR,andC,be the upstream weighted resistance and the downstream capacitance of component i, respectively.
Then we can rewrite La(x) , focusing on a particular gate i:
L1(x)=(Ri5, +ai)., +p,'C, +termsindependentofx,
X I
The local optimum for x i is obtained at:
Local optimizations are carried out on components in topologically sorted order until no further improvement is possible.
Note that this process is carried out for a given set of Lagrange multipliers. To achieve the miaimum area for a given target delay, the optimal set of multipliers must be found. The next section will discuss the Lagrangian Dual Problem (LDP), which will enable us to iteratively solve for the optimal set of multipliers.
The Lagrangian Dual Problem (LDP)
Consider the Primal Problem given in Figure 2 . The LDP of the PP is: Given that the step size has the following properties:
limk, pk = 0 and C ; = , pk = m , the procedure will converge to the optimum. The procedure is summarized in Figure 4 .
Note that the updating procedure for h (for resizable components) does the following: for any input on the current critical path, 1 for that input is unchanged; for any input on a noncritical path, 1 for that input is decreased. Thus 1 values dictate the criticality of paths. Note also from (6) that the size of ( i ) aji .
For the initial h vector e we assigned an einit to primary outputs and applied the procedure in Figure 5 , assuming equal distribution of &, over the input h's. The mapping t o n l (step 4, Figure. 4) requires that the sum of the input h's equal the sum of the output 2 s . We first get the current sum of h's, or p, of a component, and then compute how the total is distributed among each input. Then we apply the same dis-tribution using the sumof the downstream h's. The final algorithm that solves PP is:
Algorithm Lagrange : 1. Call Solve LDP to obtain optimal h. 2. Solve LRSIA Next we will look at key motivations that led to the formulization of Forge.
Motivation
The delay model we are using is convex. Thus, for a given delay, other than the absolute minimum, there exist contours of equal delays. A contour means that the same delay can be achieved with different sets of sizes. This is illustrated in Figure 7 . Consider the path "tracking" the minimum area solution at each contour. This path mimics the operation of the Lagrange algorithm. The inner loop of the SolveLDP algorithm operates by incrementally changing the set of Lagrange multipliers (which reduces the delay) and then finding the minimum area for that given set of multipliers. Thus, extra iterations are being utilized to optimize intermediate steps for area. We anticipate great savings in run time if we could search the solution space as represented by the path from the right in Figure 7 . Employing a steepest descent method, the delay target can he reached very quickly. The first solid arrow terminating at the delay contour represents this. The second arrow terminating at the minimum area point represents area minimization on the delay contour.
A method to facilitate minimizing area on the delay contour is explored by considering the inverter chain given in Consider the point at which the steepest descent has found the target delay. Then using (8) we compute values for all h's. This provides a very good initial vector elnit . Another motivation is that though subgradient optimization theoretically converges to the optimum solution, practically it has been seen that.this is not the case [lO] [ll]. The authors of [lo] state that careful fine-tuning of step size choices is required for good performance. The authors of [ 11:I state "although of simple convergence conditions, the convergence of subgradient methods can consume a long time for some instances. The subgradient optimization is very sensi.tive to the initial values for the multipliers and the rules applied for step size controlling". We illustrate this in Table 1 . For each design we used two initial vectors eioit . The values shown are the h values for the primary outputs (all other h are derived using (4)). We report the runtime for each step size multiplier used. (Znf denotes divergence). We used several step size multipliers, multipliers pith at meet the requirements for convergence, and multipliers p that do not meet convergence requirements (k is the iteration count). It can be readily seen from Table 1 that subgradient optimization is very sensitive to the start point and the choice of step sizes, and the best set of parameters differs from design to design. As the best, or even a workable pair of start point and multiplier choices are not known U priori, in our implementation we try a range of initial points and step size multipliers.
These are in the two forms p=llk,L3,p=l/,L3, k is the current iteration. Each start point, multiplier pair is tried out for a time period of 30 minutes. If algorithm convergence is not seen within this period, then we restart with another pair.
In the next section we present Forge, which exploits the relationship between the sizes and the Lagrange multipliers, and is void of difficult-to-predict initial conditions and constant factors.
Forge
As seen in the previous section, the subgradient search used to solve LDP is very crucial for performance. Many approaches have been suggested to improve subgradient search [IO] . Exploiting the convex nature of the problem at hand, we will present a method that provides an initial elof, that w i l l be close to the optimal e' . Then using this eldt as a starting point we will invoke Lagrangian relaxation with a modified subgradient approach, LagrangeM. Our approach is independent of constant factors, and uses the delay slack at each gate in a more intuitive manner than that given in Figure 4 .
The algorithm is outlined in Figure 9 . The algorithm consists of three steps. The first uses steepest descent to arrive as close as possible to the desired delay contour. Then the algorithm attempts to search along the delay contour for the best area solution. Using the set of sizes h m the end of this process, at the next step we estimate values for the initial Lagrange multipliers, and then invoke the relaxation algorithm. In practice these estimates were close to the optimal values, resulting in fast convergence of the relaxation, which is the last step.
Steepest Descent Search
The fmt step in Forge is to arrive at'the desired delay contour. We use a steepest-descent, gradient-based approach. The drawback of using such an approach is that steepest-descent is not directed toward a particular delay target, but simply minimizes the delay. To address this problem, when we apply the steepest-descent in topological order, we will attempt to size the primary output drivers to meet the current delay target at the output. If this is not feasible, we size the drivers optimally. Finally, the steepest descent is stopped when the delay is less than the target delay.
Consider (6), which sizesx, to its local optimum value. If we disregard the upper and lower bounds onx,(only to simplify the presentation in this paper), the area a,, and the Lagrange multiplier pi (as we are only interested in minimizing delay at this step), we arrive at the value of xi that minimizes delay.
x,* =J/ (9) We apply (9) to each gate in topological order, except for the primary output drivers. For the primary output drivers we attempt to arrive as close to the target delays by sizing the drivers to meet the delay target. Consider the simple inverter chain in Figure 8 . The total delay is given by, (10) Letu, be the arrival time at node n3 . Then the delay is written as, For a given target delay, D = 4, we can compute the value ofx, that will result in the desired delay:
Multiplying byx, and, rearranging we get the quadratic equation (12) (12) can be solved iE(A,-u3)z -4 ( P 2 / x z~l x~~l C l 20. If this is not the case then we use (9) to optimally size the driver.
The algorithm is shown in Figure IO: 
Contour Search
Using (12) and (8) we can formulate a routine that explores the contour and converges to the optimal solution. The routine for the simple inverter chain in Figure 8 is as follows. The chain is traversed in reverse topological order. putex2 using (6) . Arrival times are updated, and the last stage is resized to meet the target delay using (12) , thus remaining on the delay contour. The above procedure is repeated until convergence.
For general circuit topologies it is not possible to get such a simple relationship between the Lagrange multipliers as for an inverter chain. But from the above we can see that sizes imply values for the multipliers. In the next section we w i l l expand the algorithm to include general topologies. Using the fact that sizes imply values for the Lagrange multipliers, we predict reliable values for the Lagrange multipliers that will be the starting point of the relaxation algorithm (LagrungeM).
5.2.1

General networks of gates
For networks of gates, it is not possible to form a simple relationship between the Lagrange multipliers. To facilitate explo-I Fig. 11 . General nehvork ration of the contour in order to estimate values for eldf , we make the following assumution for an n-inuut gatei :
We assume that the total . U for a component is equally distributed across the 2 s related to each input of that component. For example, consider component 2 in Figure 11 . From the optimality criteria we get: &, + A,, =.ut = A, . Then assuming a uniform distribution we get 4, =A4, = p i 12 .
The Lagrange multipliers are now computed as follows. Consider component 2 of the design in Figure 11 . From (5),
Using our assumption of equal distribution:
L4, = S2 = p2 12 and that A, =A,, and As = 4, we get:
Setting aL I ax, = 0 , multiplying by-x, and solving for ,uz : ( 2 c j xi -Lri3itixi] n hi is the sum of the upstream resistances. Then for each input we assume that this value is evenly distributed. That is, A, j = p i l n i =&,wherejc inpul(i)andni isthenumbaofiiiputsforgate i By rearranging (14) and solving for x, we get:
The final algorithm that estimates b values is given in Figure   12 .
The assumption of equal distribution assigns equal importance to paths that fan-in to that component. This could lead to sizing components such that the load drivers cannot be sized to meet the required delay. For example, the estimation may size the upstream components too much or ton little, ultimately causing the delay to deviate too far from the target. Finally, the assumption of equal distribution may not lead to the minimum area solution since we are disregarding the criticality of timing paths. However, by following the procedure in Figure 12 we get a good estimate of an initial vector eiol, for the Lagrangian Relaxation.
In summary, fist we reach a delay contour as close as possible to the target delay using gradient-based ninimization. Then we explore this contour (seeking the minimum area sohtion) by enforcing a uniform distribution of the A's . Finally, with the set of sizes and the Lagrange multipliers they imply, we call Lagrangian Relaxation with a modified subgradient search, which is the subject of the next section.
Modified Subgradient Search (LugrungeM)
In section 4 we showed that Lagrangian Relaxation coupled with subgradient optimization suffered from two problems: 1) not knowing what a good value for e,.. is, and 2) the great difficulty in determining the proper factors used to control the step size adjustments to the multipliers. In the previous sections we have addressed the initial value problem by a method used to estimate e(,,,,. However, we are again faced with the task of step-wise adjustments to the multipliers to arrive at the optimum solution. One of the main drawbacks in the method used in Figure 4 is that the dampening factor p is fixed throughout the optimization process. We propose the following procedure, given in Figure 13 , for the incremental improvement of the 2 s . This procedure is more sensitive to local delay information, by providing a dampening factor that is dependent on the local delay information. The ai 's are the current set of arrival times at the outputs of each component, the a j 'S are the arrival times at the inputs to each component, Dj the delay through each component, and A, is the target delay. We ran Lagrunge and Forge on 30 benchmark circuits. In the next section we will see how the two algorithms compared to each other.
Results
As the Lagrunge algorithm requires tuning to get the best runtime, to make an equitable comparison, we tried a range of p values and initial points, for intervals of 30 minutes. If algorithm convergence was not seen, then we switched to another p, initial point pair. Table 2 summarizes the results. The numbers reported as area are sum of the gate widths normalized by th Table 3 . Accuracy of Delay model.
The gate sizing constraint that we employed with Forge and A M P S was to require uniform skiing of all PMOS (&OS) transistors in the pull-up (pull-down) network.
The results for sizing are shown in Table 4 . Note that Forge has a significant m time advantage over AMPS, averaging 15X faster, while achieving the same delay targets and using similar total transistor area, approximated by the sum of device sizes. The delays reported were obtained from PathMill static timing analysis m s . Note that Forge is optimal with respect to the delay model used for the gates. As was shown in Table 3 , the delay model we used leaves room for improvement. This explains the reasonably small (percentage wise) area differences between Forge and AMPS. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented Forge, an algorithm that enhances the Lagrangian relaxation method, by very quickly predicting reasonable values for the Lagrange multipliers required in the optimization. This was achieved by a gradient-based minimization to obtain the desired delay target, followed by a search on the equal delay contour. We have shown that the sizes of the components imply a value for a Lagrange multiplier, thus enabling the estimation. In the previous formulation of the Relaxation algorithm, values for the multipliers were obtained using a subgradient method. However, this approach is highly dependent on an initial value and constant factors. These factors are shown to .contribute to erratic behavior in the subgradient search. Unfortunately, acceptable values for these factors are highly specific to the design and target-delay. On average there is ahout a 200X improvement in the run tirne for Forge over Lagrange.
Finally, we also showed that Forge provided a ignificant run time advantage over the AMPS tool from Synopsys, averaging I5 times faster.
